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In this article we want to explain the workings of the upcoming HWBOT Revision 6. We will explain why 

we believe the focus should switch to competitive overclocking and how we plan to do this in Revision 6. 
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Preface 
 

I, Pieter (Massman), started writing this document as a way to structure the ideas of revision 6. 

Everything was clear in our minds, but we never really managed to explain those ideas on forums or in 

written format. Usually because the explanation requires a lot of background information, but also 

because in our explanations we were skipping too much steps of the thought process. To explain revision 

6 and the general direction we’re taking with HWBOT (and also the overclocking community), we needed 

to write out everything that was on our mind. That resulted in this document. 

Over the next couple of pages we will try to explain how the idea of revision 6 came to life and how we 

want to translate those ideas into a practical competitive overclocking format. You’ll have to bear with 

the long text – 37 pages for the full document at the moment I’m writing this preface – and hopefully 

you won’t get lost in the various topics. We will start by briefly describing the environment settings: the 

history of competitive overclocking and the reference with (arcade) gaming. Then go on to describing the 

main decision drivers for revision 6, which are basically the main argumentation. From those decision 

drivers, we will explain the system and highlight where the decision drivers come in place. 

There are three main parts in this document: 

1) Explanation of the Revision 6 division structure 

2) Proposal of the “Team Coefficient” 

3) Proposal of a system to establish an independent competitive overclocking platform 

 

I hope you will understand the motives, plans and ideas better after reading this document. Enjoy. 

 

A brief history of competitive overclocking 
 

Overclocking has come a long way. The main driver for overclocking used to be the free additional 

performance. When processors were still simple single core products, every bit of MHz meant a 

noticeable boost in performance. As technology developed and processors evolved from dual core to 

quad core and even hex core, the performance benefits from overclocking decreased. 

At the same time, overclockers developed new habits. From using benchmarks to measure the 

performance gain from overclocking, they started using the benchmarks purely to see who had the 

fastest PC. It progressed slowly: from daily system comparisons to water cooling to eventually liquid 

nitrogen and even liquid helium. The point of the benchmark became just to have the highest score, 

regardless of the practical use. Overclockers became competitive. 

The competition was mainly limited to a specific selection of benchmarks. 3DMark, SuperPI and raw 

frequency mainly. As the amount of available benchmarks grew – Futuremark releases a new 3DMark 

roughly every two years – it became more difficult to identify “the best” overclocker. If you only have 

one 3D benchmark and one 2D benchmark, it’s easy to say the #1 in each is the best overclocker. If you 



have 5 of each, then it becomes more difficult. Early 2006 Mtzki developed a system called HWBoints. 

The founding father of competitive overclocking at HWBOT came up with an algorithm to measure the 

value of an overclocking result and based on the sum of the value of all your scores, could identify the 

best overclocker once again. 

 

The HWBoints system has undergone several revisions and changes to adapt to new evolutions in the 

overclocking community. In revision 2, for example, we reduced the effect of hardware points in the 

overall Overclockers League because it became apparent that the vast quantity of hardware categories 

made grinding the most effective strategy to become the number one in the league. In revision 3, we 

split the rankings from product to core based. This means that dual GPU graphics cards became a lot less 

interesting, and single GPU overclocking became much more important again. In revision 4, we split up 

the Overclockers League into three, adding the Pro OC section and an Enthusiast league for air and water 

cooling. 

Over time, the competitive overclocking scene moved from focusing on a single benchmark ranking to a 

meta-competition. The HWBoints leagues allowed overclockers to compete in various benchmark and 

hardware rankings. The combination of benchmark results determined how high you are rated as an 

overclocking, rather than a specific result. Note that we are talking in general terms – specific benchmark 

results (usually records) can still have count on a lot of respect from the community.  

The HWBoints algorithm plays a significant role in the growth of HWBOT. It was new, revolutionary, and 

very appealing to overclockers who couldn’t afford to compete before. Even people on small budgets can 

still compete by contributing to the Teams League. 

Every product has an end of life, however. When the magic of the rankings is gone and when people 

have figured out exactly how to compete in the system, interest decreases. Partially because of the 

points, the overclocking community became increasingly aware that benchmark score are mainly 

determined by the hardware quality. Adding this up with the interest from marketing departments 

within the hardware industry, and we see a situation arise where binning of hardware becomes the main 

requirement to compete at the top. The more you can test, the higher you’ll rank. It is a sad reality. 

Figure 1 - The first member ranking after introducing the HWBoints 



At the end of 2009, HWBOT developed an in-house 

competition engine, uninspiringly called the 

“HWBOT Competition Engine”. Over the years, this 

tool has proven to be very powerful not only to set 

up competitions very easily, but also well 

structured. We can say the HCE is the standard for 

overclocking competitions today. Over the years, 

we have expanded the functionality of HCE greatly. 

The amount of different types of competitions we 

can host today is phenomenal! In that regard, it 

may be cool to know that at the moment of writing 

we hosted over 150 competitions and engaged 

over 2,000 overclockers worldwide. 

From 2010 forward we noticed two trends in overclocking. One, people are getting bored of competing 

in the benchmark rankings or the leagues. Two, people are very interested in participating in 

overclocking competitions. That evolution is what inspired Revision 6. 

 

The parallel with gaming 
 

About four years ago Sampsa Kurri, the owner of the Finnish 

technology site Muropaketti, sent me a message saying we should 

check out the documentary The King of Kong. In that documentary, 

you follow the lives of competitive Donkey Kong players as they fight 

over the world record of the Donkey Kong arcade game. we don’t 

want to go deeper in to the exact analogies as that would bring us 

too far off topic, but it suffices to say the parallels drawn between 

the state of the overclocking community at that time and the 

competitive environment of arcade gaming were eye-opening. 

At the height of its success, mid-1980s, arcade gaming reached the 

mainstream press and audience. The arcade gaming world saw 

World Championship tournaments hosted around the US, and the 

players even made appearances in TV shows. Arcade gaming was 

huge. 

But in the documentary we could also see the disruptive dynamics 

of the arcade game community. The record verification was poorly 

constructed and the personal interests of the players affected the 

friendly relationships with the judge(s). The demise of arcade gaming was not solely the result of an 

internal struggle, but also because another form of gaming arose.  

Figure 2 - The King of Kong poster 
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In 1993 John Carmack’s ID Software launched the first DOOM game. This game revolutionized the way 

we think about competitive gamine as it allowed up to four gamers to go in direct competition over a 

network connection. Of course there were many games before that allowed multiple players to compete 

at the same time – Pong for example – but DOOM allowed every gamer to be on his own machine. With 

the LAN gaming feature came the LAN Parties. A LAN Party is, simply put, a gathering of gamers hooking 

up their gaming system to a central network. The most important change LAN gaming presents is the 

direct competition. Where the competition in arcade games revolves around a series of attempts to 

break a set score, LAN gaming competitions feature an instant competition. The scores set in the 

previous round no longer matter; every round there’s another chance to win.  

The rest is history. Today we see multi-million dollar eSports gaming competitions taking over the world 

and players around the world are making a living of gaming. The global network of people and 

companies invested in the professional gaming scene has grown enormously and has reached heights 

the arcade gaming community could only dream of. Of course this industry has its own pains and 

problems, but the future of gaming seems more set in stone than it was at the end of the 1980s. 

The parallels with overclocking are, as we wrote before, very apparent. Arcade gaming can be compared 

to the early days of hunting benchmark records. Fortunately for overclocking, the HWBoints provided a 

meta-competition format that elevated overclocking above the arcade gaming in respect to the quality 

of competition (but not necessarily economically!). The HCE and other overclocking competitions are an 

evolution in this process, as they provide a similar concept of competition but limited to a specific event 

or timeframe. Note that arcade gaming also had live competition events, with cash prizes for the person 

who could set the highest score at a specific event. Just like overclocking had GOOC, MOA, AOOC and 

other competitions.  

Figure 3 - League of Legends Season 3 World Finals drew a massive spectator audience 



In terms of competitive environment, overclocking defines itself currently in between arcade gaming and 

eSports. The current competitions are characterized by a highly direct form of competition – points you 

take, others lose – but not as direct as in eSports. The competition in overclocking is more like Formula 1 

or athletics. The choice between the two styles of competition is not easy. Both Formula 1 and eSports 

have a high following and form successful industries, even though the type of competition is different. 

But one thing they do have in common is that the competition is event-based and direct. ESports is not 

about breaking records, and Formula 1 is not about setting circuit records. 

For your information, there have been attempts to build a LAN capable benchmark application to 

“Doom” overclocking. A first working prototype was demoed in January 2011 at HWBOT and featured a 

multiplayer version of Aquamark. You can find the news item here: 

http://hwbot.org/article/newsflash/1049_. Almost two years later, the ASUS ROG team launched an 

application called OC Knock-out which is built on the principles of the HWBOT Aquamark Multiplayer 

demo. Neither of the two projects really lifted off as HWBOT didn’t pursue to launch a full version and 

the OC Knockout server has been out of service for a while. 

 

The main ideas behind Revision 6 
 

When building a new revision of HWBOT, we always try to uphold the three following principles: 

Principle 1: “The global overclocking hobby should be as accessible as possible, the financial 

aspect of competing should be as less present as possible.” 

Principle 2: “The HWBoint Leagues should be representing skill over any other factor (money, 

luck, etc.)” 

Principle 3: “Where possible, the algorithms should be kept as simple and transparent as 

possible” 

Applied to revision 2, we put less emphasis on overclocking a large quantity of hardware and more on 

the quality. Applied to revision 3, we reduced the cost of competing in the 3D benchmarks by putting 

more emphasis on single GPU graphics cards. Applied to revision 4, we created a league for people who 

never use extreme cooling. 

 

Decision Driver #1 – Financial inequality 
 

The most prominent problem in the world of overclocking today, is the need for very expensive 

hardware components. Just recently this escalated with the GeForce GTX Titan. This graphics card – the 

fastest at that moment – came at a cost of EUR €1,000, which is far too expensive considering back in 

2009 you could be competitive with a €400 Radeon HD 5870. But the problem is bigger than that. 

Because our leagues are scoped towards the global benchmark rankings, in order to be competitive in 

overclocking you simply need the most expensive Core i7 and the most high-end Nvidia or AMD graphics 

card. Anything less will not be enough, and that is a pity. Note that the system was not designed for this 

specifically, but the practicality of competing caught up with it. 

http://hwbot.org/article/newsflash/1049_


This evolution signifies an elitist atmosphere in overclocking. we don’t mean this in a bad way – elitism is 

not by definition a pejorative term – but merely want to point out that today’s competitive overclocking 

scene is still mainly dominated by the rich and fortunate. But overclocking is everywhere! And for 

everyone! The overclocking movement didn’t start with high-end components. Overclocking grew big 

because of students and other people on low budgets who just wanted more performance. 

Take this simple example. If you are a student who can only afford a EUR €100 Core i3 or AMD APU, it 

does not matter how driver, talented, how skilful or how dedicated you are to overclocking. You will 

never come even close to the top of the leagues. 

With Revision 6 we want to offer people from any price class a chance to be competitive and be a 

champion. We want to offer a Core i3 owner the opportunity to display his overclocking ambitions by 

competing against people who face the same budget limitations. 

 

Decision Driver #2 – Competitions 
 

A second inspiration for Revision 6 is something we have already mentioned in the opening segment of 

this article. As a product, in this case the leagues, get older, they lose their appeal. It signifies the end of 

the life cycle. Applied to HWBOT, we see that the life cycle of the oldest leagues is nearing its end. We 

can see that from the participation rates in either leagues. 

At the same time we see that competitions can still count on a heavy interest from the community. Just 

recently we hosted our biggest competition ever, the Country Cup 2013. Over 400 users from 46 

different countries participated, submitting over 1,700 benchmark results. Incredible, and exceeded our 

wildest expectations. 

As one form of competitive loses its appeal and another form increases in popularity, it is very obvious 

that direct competitions are the next step for overclocking. 

 

Decision Driver #3 – Learning from gaming 
 

As we covered in one of the previous sections, the characteristics of the competitive environment of 

gaming is not so much different from the one of overclocking. After researching the world of competitive 

arcade gaming, we now know that the competition must evolve beyond the point of hunting for score on 

a leaderboard. What makes eSports so great is that it’s a competition where at the start everyone can 

win.  

Arcade gaming failed to make a proper transition from hunting set scores to a meta-competition. 

Combined with LAN gaming facilitating competitive gaming in a much simpler way, arcade gaming has 

not really lifted off. Pretty much all competitive gaming is now done over a network with linked up 

machines. The competition is direct and mostly event-based.  



If overclocking wants to grow, it needs to move in the direction of other successful sports and feature a 

direct, event-based competition structure. 

 

Decision Driver #4 – Self-sustainability and independence of industry 
 

When we established HWBOT as a professional organization – one full-time employee at the time – we 

wanted to create an environment where overclockers could enjoy their hobby for free. Out logic was 

simple: overclockers already support the industry by purchasing the products and create the free 

advertising and marketing. There is no reason why they should also pay for enjoying their hobby. Along 

the way we learned however, that the independence of a competitive overclocking platform would be 

much more preferred. 

Looking at the competitions we organize at HWBOT, it’s quite clear that most people enjoy those with 

the least amount of brand limitations. For example, the Country Cup, the Team Cup, or the monthly 

overclocking challenges. It is not that easy to also organize prizes for this type of competition because 

companies want as much exclusive exposure as possible. For example, if Company A would supply prizes 

to a competitions – in other words: invest – they don’t want Company B to be the winning system. It’s 

not easy to spin this news to upper management as they will ask “why did we pay for something our 

competitor can promote?” 

For four years now we have tried to convince the industry that the biggest promotion lies in the 

engagement with the overclocking community. If your products are good, and you have people 

motivated to try them, you’ll eventually do better. But it’s difficult to change the mindset of an entire 

industry and as much as we may have tried, it’s fair to admit we have not been able to reach the point 

we envisioned. The biggest overclocking competitions are still limited to specific vendors, and we don’t 

foresee any change in the near future. In addition, even HWBOT itself is relying on the industry to be 

sustainable. Without advertising, there’s no income and without an income HWBOT is simply not 

sustainable. The server costs itself is already significant enough for it to be considered a serious 

investment. 

Having to rely so much on the industry is not good for the evolution of overclocking. We want to see 

competitions between people, not companies. We want competitions to be open to everyone, and 

prizes for the winners. It is important to secure the future of competitive overclocking by setting up a 

platform which can sustain itself. 

 

  



The OC Career path – the divisional structure of Revision 6 explained 
 

Revision 6 presents a new structure for competitive overclocking, featuring various divisions and will live 

next to the leagues at the current HWBOT website. The goal is increase the appeal of overclocking and 

the joy of overclockers by reducing the effects of financial inequality, push event-based competitions and 

introduce a structured form of direct competition. 

The Competitive Overclocking structure is divided in to three main parts. 

- Pro OC series 

- Challenger series 

- HWBOT leaderboards and competitions 

The Pro OC series are a competition series for the professional overclockers and feature the most high-

end and expensive hardware. The overclockers participating in this competition usually have ties to the 

hardware industry and are usually supplied with some hardware. The overclockers compete in teams of 

maximum five. Each round is three months long and features five different stages, each with their own 

benchmark and hardware limitations. 

The HWBOT leaderboards and competitions combine everything you can find on HWBOT today. This 

includes all the competitions (from Country Cup to sponsored events), the leaderboards (Overclockers 

League, Hardware Masters) and the benchmark and hardware rankings. 

The Challenger Series feature a collection of division-based competitions which are in structure similar to 

the Pro OC series, but on an individual basis. The divisions are distinguished by the hardware 

requirements: 

- Division I: Core i7  with high-end GPU 

- Division II: Core i5 with mainstream GPU 

- Division III: Core i3/Pentium with or without low-end GPU 

- Division IV: AMD FX with high-end AMD GPU 

- Division V: AMD APU without GPU 

- Division VI: ARM SOCs 

- Division VII: Legacy hardware 

- (Division VIII: Rookie members) 

It is possible that not all the divisions will be activated or some divisions will be dropped over time if the 

interest is too low. Each division has one season per year, featuring three rounds. Each round features 

five stages, each featuring their own benchmark. The hardware limitations may change in between the 

different rounds if new hardware is released. Points can be earned per round stage and the season 

champion is whoever gathers the most points during the year. 

A key element in the Challenger series is that you can only subscribe to one division at the same time. 

That effectively means that the people who are participating in the Core i7 division will not be affecting 

the competition in for example the AMD APU category. Thus ensuring competitive equality. 



Visualization 

 

 



The challenger series detailed 
 

Both the Pro OC and the HWBOT leaderboard and competitions already exist in their current format 

today. We will not change that format for revision 6. The Challenger Series are something completely 

new, so let’s go over a typical Challenger series season. 

The journey begins with selecting the appropriate Division. As you can see above, the challenger series 

are divided based on hardware selection. Naturally, the Core i7 division is going to be the most 

competitive as it features the hardware the extreme overclockers usually compete with. If your budget is 

tight and you don’t want to invest in a system only for overclocking, it might be a better choice to opt for 

either the third division or fifth division, which features the Core i3 and AMD APU class hardware. 

You can only compete in one division and once you’ve opted in it’s not possible to change divisions until 

after the end of the round. So choose wisely – are you up for Core i7 extreme overclocking, or do you 

want to warm up with an APU? 

Each division season counts three rounds and lasts two months. You can look at a round as a competition 

within the season. Each round has five stages featuring the same hardware but different benchmarks. 

You can earn points in each stage and at the end of the round a winner be appointed. The winner is of 

course the person who gathered the most points. 

At the end of the three rounds, the divisional champion is named. When the new season begins, 

everyone starts again from zero points. 

To be clear, there is no restriction on what division you want to join. Some people wonder if you can only 

start in the lowest division and, just like in football, have to work your way up. No, that is not how the 

Challenger series work. Of course you can build your overclocking profile by joining all types of divisions 

once in your overclocking career, but if you feel most comfortable in the Core i5 division, you can stay 

there forever. 

 

  



The OC Season – the competitive overclocking schedule 
 

With revision 6 we not only want to establish a more solid structure for competitive overclocking, but 

also establish the idea of an overclocking career and an overclocking season. As we wrote earlier, an 

overclocking season consists of various divisions and each division has three rounds. Below you can find 

a schematic representation of the overclocking season. 

                            

   Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec  

      

 2015   1   2    3    4 5  

                            

    1 - Pre-season     = registration open        

    2 - Round 1                    

    3 - Round 2                    

    4 - Round 3                    

    5 - Country Cup                   

                            

 

The overclocking season starts on January 15 with a one-month pre-season competition. On February 15, 

the registration opens for all divisions. The registration will be open for one month, so it closes on March 

15. From March 1 until April 30, all divisions have their first round. After the first round follows a two-

week break period and after that the cycle begins again. On May 15 the registration for the divisions 

opens and on June 1 round two kicks off. On October 31, the season ends with the last round. During the 

last two months of the year, we have an annual Country Cup competition.  

A complete overview 

- 15/01 – start pre-season 

- 15/02 – end pre-season 

- 15/02 – open registration round 1 

- 01/03 – start round 1 

- 15/03 – close registration round 1 

- 30/04 – end round 1 

- 15/05 – open registration round 2 

- 01/06 – start round 2 

- 15/06 – close registration round 2 

- 31/07 – end round 2 

- 15/08 – open registration round 3 

- 01/09 – start round 3 

- 15/09 – close registration round 3 

- 31/10 – end round 3 

- 01/11 – start Country Cup 

- 31/12 – end Country Cup 



During the season we can also host various standalone events and competitions organized by for 

example our partners. These will show up in the season roadmap and overclockers will be made aware 

of them similarly to how they are today. 

The pre-season competition will be in the style of the team-based competitions, featuring one stage for 

division that will be activated in the upcoming season. This way, each division has one stage to get ready 

for the season. 

 

Feedback and FAQ 
 

Based on the feedback we received from various overclockers, we compiled a list of questions and 

responses. 

 

Item #1 – Will I lose all my points? 
 

No, of course not. Revision 6 will exist next to the existing HWBOT site and will not replace any ranking. 

So all the league that exist today will also be present after the launch of Revision 6. 

 

Item #2 – Will you monetize with advertising? 
 

Our stance on advertising has always been that it is a necessary evil. As you will later read in the section 

on Autarky, the industry has always played a significant role in the funding for overclocking. Ideally, we 

wouldn’t want any 3rd party to have any influence on the future of HWBOT or any other overclocking 

platform. In particular banner advertising is something we dislike – it can ruin a site design completely. 

Therefore, our plan for revision 6 is not to monetize through banner advertising. We will of course be 

highlighting the supporting partners with logo placements, but no flash banners. Additionally, our aim is 

to establish a self-sustaining platform with revision 6. More on that in the Autarky section. 

 

Item #3 – Will you include national rankings? 
 

HWBOT is in the first place a global overclocking platform, where people from various countries and 

communities share their passion for overclocking. The original design for the Rev6 eSports did not 

include national championships (although that was discussed for future possibilities). We do realize that 

a lot of people would like to see a ranking scoped to their own country. 

We believe we can strongly consider including a filter for country or region as statistical information. 

 



Item #4 – Scalability or rankings 
 

This item doesn’t come from the community feedback, but is a concern nonetheless. We should ensure 

that the HCE point algorithm is capable of scaling to competitions with 100+ people. The point algorithm 

must be considered carefully 

 

Item #5 – Split up the divisions based on 2D and 3D 
 

In the feedback it was brought forward that splitting up 2D and 3D competitive benchmarking might be 

better to attract new people. The reason is simple: it requires less money to compete in 2D than it does 

in 3D. The entry barrier for new people to join is also lower if there are no 3D benchmarks included. 

With revision 6 our goal is to simplify the competitive overclocking experience. Splitting up the 7 or 8 

divisions into 2D and 3D would make the system a lot more complex. Although we understand the 

reasoning of splitting up 2D and 3D, because we want to keep the system simple we don’t consider a 

separation to be in the revision’s best interest. 

 

Item #6 – Overclocking Hall of Fame / Achievements 
 

In one of the feedback items, the argument was brought forward to make achievements based on the 

significance in the overclocking world. Obtaining achievements is part of the overclocking curriculum and 

allows people to ask support using the achievements as argumentation. The following achievements 

were suggested: 

 Overclocking Eminent – for overclockers who left the scene, but had a significant impact on the 

world of overclocking. 

o Example: Shamino, Macci, Andre Yang, Hipro5. 

o Limit: 10, title held forever 

 Overclocking Legend – for (active) overclockers who are considered amongst the best in the 

world 

o Example: NickShih, Hicookie, Elmor. 

o Limit: 20, title held forever 

 Overclocking Star – for overclockers who have been very active and successful in a certain 

timeframe (division round, season) 

o For example: Vivi, Xtreme Addict, Stelaras 

o Limit: 5 each year 

 Overclocking Revelation – for the best overclockers in the lower categories of the Rev6 eSports 

o Limit: 5 each year 

The achievements of Star and Revelation can also be awarded per division if necessary. 



In general we really like this suggestion and will try to include it in the Revision 6. For the Eminent and 

Legend achievements we will probably have to look at a good way to choose the right people. HWBOT 

doesn’t have the only say in who’s regarded as a legend and who’s not. Perhaps an award ceremony type 

of election could be an option. 

 

Item #7 – Lose focus on legacy 
 

The argument is to lose the focus on the old benchmarks, like SuperPI 32M, because they are not 

interesting for the new people. The legacy benchmarks include also 3DMark01-06, Aquamark, etc.  

Although it’s true that the newcomers might not be so interested in the older 3DMarks, the hardcore 

overclocking community still loves it. SuperPI 32M is a prime example of a benchmark with is now almost 

20 years old, but still is considered one of the more skill-dependent benchmarks. Setting up the OS right, 

dialing in the memory timings, and in general making sure everything works out together is what can 

mean the difference between winning and losing.  

In the end, what matters for revision 6 is the competitive aspect of overclocking. Whether the 

benchmark is old or new doesn’t really matter. As long as it can serve for a good overclocking 

competition we will continue to use it. 

 


